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Per MSA per Carrier

Streamline operational
processes with precise, up-
to-date information at your
fingertips, saving valuable
time and resources.

Time 
Efficiency

Transparency and
accountability provide a
gateway to ensuring
continued healthcare
access in the communities
you serve. 

Maximized
Accountability

Arm yourself with irrefutable
evidence. Make informed
decisions backed by solid
data.

Strategic
Advantage

Dive deep into
comprehensive, real-time
data that unveils payer
behaviors, trends, and
benchmarks. Know exactly
where you stand in the
market.

Unparalleled
Insight

Why Choose ClearCare™?

Unlock the power of data with a new tool from Solutions Group! In today’s healthcare landscape,
accessing and understanding data relative to healthcare reimbursement is crucial to your business
success. That's where we come in. Understanding your cost data while leveraging our cutting-edge
tool, will maximize the potency of insurance transparency data. This data tool equips your
organization with insights essential for payer negotiation, Chargemaster revisions, understanding
the Qualifying Payment Amount (QPA) for claims processing as per the No Surprises Act (NSA)
provisions, and implementing consumer-friendly billing practices.

ClearCare Analysis
Unlock the Power of Data with 
a new tool from Solutions Group!

$1,500
Statewide per Carrier

$5,000

AETNA (Nationwide)
UHC (Nationwide)
Anthem (Nationwide)
Kaiser (Nationwide)
Cigna (Nationwide)
Blue Cross Blue Shield

available in multiple states
Contact us for a complete list of carriers

Available Carriers
Timeline

7-10 Day Turnaround

Other Services Available

If you need assistance with payer
negotiations or operationalizing your
Charge Master design, please
contact our Consulting Team.

Data Driven Negotiations

Don't settle for ambiguity when you can have
clarity! Our solution empowers you to take charge
of your data.

Get Ahead of the Curve

Embrace innovation and outpace the competition
by harnessing the power of insurance
transparency data. Take the first step towards
data-driven decisions with ClearCare™.

CONTACT
Contact Solutions Group Services now to unlock the
immense potential of insurance transparency data
and pave the way for unparalleled success in the
utilization of your information. 

*multiple states, contact for custom pricing
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